
    We, “UPOWER, LTD” AD, as well-known producer of stater, semi-traction, deep cycle and AGM 
lead-acid batteries with its factory located in Sofia and main office at: Bulgaria 66A Tzar Asen Srt. 
Sofia, Bulgaria, hereby certify that:

     We are the official producer of the deep cycle batteries with brand “U-power”:
 •    UP-SPO120
 •    UP-SPO250

     All starter batteries manufactured by “UPOWER, LTD” AD are produced according to and comply 
fully with the European standard EN 50342.

    “UPOWER, LTD” AD is certified according to ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, ISO 16949:2016 
and OHSAS 18001:2007

    All batteries are produced in accordance and compliance with the following standars:

-     EN 50342
This standar is applicable to lead-acid  batteries with a nominal voltage of 12 V, used 
primarily as power source for the starting of internal combustion engines (ICE), lighting and 
also for auxiliary equipment of ICE vehicles. These batteries are commonly called “starter 
batteries”.

-     ISO/TS 16949
ISO/TS 16949 is an ISO technical specification which aligns existing US, German, French 
and Italian automotive quality system standards within the global automotive industry. It 
specifies the quality system requirements for the design/development, production, 
installation and servicing of automotive-related products.

-     ISO 18001
OHSAA 18001 is an internationally recognized assessment specification for occupational 
health and safety management systems. It is development by selected leading trade and 
certification bodies based on international regulations and aims to address the gap where 
no common international policy exists.

-     ISO 9001
UPOWER continuously strives to improve the way it operates, in all possible aspects: 
developing innovative products and technologies; increasing market share; managing risk 
more effectively; improving customer satisfation. The established quality management 
system provides for a reliable framework capable to monitor and improve perfomance in 
the area of activity.
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-     ISO 14001
ISO 14001 is an internationally accepted standard that sets out how a company can put 
in place an effective Environmental Management System.The standard is established to 
address the delicate balance between maintaining the efficiency and reducing the impact 
on the environment by committing the entire organization to achieve both objectives.
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